
Eclipse 

 

I feel, no light upon my skin 

The sun has been blotted from the sky 

Warmth, our light, our cause for gods all gone 

Everyone flying blind 

Sun blacks out, life sure to cease 

Raise hell, its warmth turns us from man to beast 

Light our weakness, an addiction to our eyes 

This plague, this void, all organisms die 

 

Atone if you wish but your fate is sealed 

The serpents of your fate already intertwined 

Through black eyes humanity sees 

It’s fragile, fetid earth subsides 

 

Take a look, into the dead starless skies 

All hopes and dreams are lost in the night 

Bury me deep in the shrouding shadows 

Coated in ash choking on the soot 

Toxic fumes polluting the air 

Breath them in deep, the scent of despair 

Flames of the end now flicker and fade 

Wander in the darkness 

 

As the eclipse devours our world 

The sun and the stars will shine through no more 

And the eclipse will swallow our souls 

Pray to your gods and return to the soil 
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In the beginning, life birthed by the light 

Now at our end, the cycle complete 

Lose to the night, consumer of life 

Now we pass on where the great unknown lies 

 

As the eclipse devours our world 

The sun and the stars will shine through no more 

And the eclipse will swallow our souls 

Pray to your gods and return to the soil 
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Crimson sky flames rising 

Ashes fill the air 

Scattered remains drifting 

Scorched earth core rotting out  

 

At the end 

So lost and blind 

At the end 

Just scavengers of the night 

At the end 

Erased to be forgotten 

At the end 

We fall into oblivion  

 

We all welcome the foes we face 

At war with gods that we create 

The sun, a black star 

We wish was still shining 

We watch our killer fall over the horizon 

 

Remember our soul, remember our spirit 

We destroyed our world and now we die with it 

The architype of life, a paradigm shift 

Became over evolved and must be put down 

We conquered the chain and now comes our time 

Go hand in hand, walk into extinction 

There are no gods there was only us 

Swallow sweet irony and return to the dust 

 

As the eclipse devours our world 

The sun and the stars will shine through no more 

And the eclipse will swallow our souls 

Pray to your gods and return to the soil 

As the eclipse devours our world 

The sun and the stars will shine through no more 

There are no gods there was only us  

Swallow sweet irony and return to the dust 


